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Sep 10, 2016. If you're writing the card to your parents “Mom and Dad” is the way to go and when
it comes to your own. Anniversary Wishes to Husband. Sep 7, 2015. Celebrating a birthday with
the special man in your life? Here are some ideas of what to write in a birthday card for your

husband or boyfriend.
Retirement is the moment coming to a person, giving him the chance to relax and enjoy the life
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Hello Liz, My verse would be (sorry it is 2 verses, they go together) Prov.3: 5 Trust in the Lord
with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding; 6 in all.
These are examples of what to write in an anniversary card.. Writing a nice anniversary message
for your wife, husband, boyfriend, or girlfriend doesn't have to . Sep 7, 2015. Celebrating a
birthday with the special man in your life? Here are some ideas of what to write in a birthday card
for your husband or boyfriend. Sep 10, 2016. If you're writing the card to your parents “Mom and
Dad” is the way to go and when it comes to your own. Anniversary Wishes to Husband.
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Lots of free wedding anniversary card messages you can write in your card to your husband.
Save time and effort by using our ready made messages in your . These are examples of what to
write in an anniversary card.. Writing a nice anniversary message for your wife, husband,
boyfriend, or girlfriend doesn't have to . Sep 10, 2016. If you're writing the card to your parents
“Mom and Dad” is the way to go and when it comes to your own. Anniversary Wishes to
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